
ASP Handcuff Cases are a benchmade blend of the
finest materials in a series of clean, functional designs.
Each case incorporates an integral back pocket and
auxiliary handcuff key.  Centurion, Duty, Federal and
Double cuff carriers are available in Black, Basketweave,
Ballistic and ASPtec®.  

Centurion and Federal cases are produced using corner
stitch construction.  Duty and Double carriers have
elastic side walls.  Combination cases are constructed of
precision molded EVA.  They retain a Tactical Baton®

and restraint.  Investigator cases are concealable and
attach rapidly to the belt.  Tactical carriers are
constructed of ballistic weave nylon with a hook and loop
flap.  Exo cases are minimalistic with positive restraint
retention.

ASP Handcuff Cases incorporate an injection molded
Snap-Loc® clip attachment with Slide Track belt width
adjustment.   The cover of the belt clip incorporates a
handcuff key pocket.

Handcuff Cases



Classic Carriers with a Hidden Advantage

Black

Basketweave

Ballistic

ASPtec

Centurion Duty Double Federal
Chain . Hinge Chain . Hinge Chain . Hinge Chain . Hinge

Black 56146 56131 56160 56138

Basketweave 56147 56132 56161 56139

Ballistic 56148 56133 56162 56140

ASPtec 56149 56137 56163 56141

Centurion cases incorporate a
protective cover and are
constructed with an inset back.

Federal cases have an inset back
and pull through retention strap.Double Cuff cases secure

restraints with a protective cover
and elastic side wall technology.

Tactical cases retain ASP
restraints with an adjustable
hook and loop cover.

Each ASP Handcuff
case incorporates a
key pocket.

Investigator cases
are compact and
concealable.

Combo cases combine ASP batons and
restraints.  They place essential tactical tools
(Baton and Handcuffs) conveniently at hand.

Duty carriers incorporate a self
adjusting cover.  Their elastic side
walls secure Chain or Hinge or cuffs.
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Exo cases are injection molded
with positive restraint retention.
Rigid carriers rotate 180 degrees
to seven distinct positions.  Exo
Snap-Loc® clips attach to any
duty belt, dress belt or MOLLE
vest.  The carriers lock cuffs
securely in place.  They can only
be accessed by means of a
hidden release.  The open case
design is both ambidextrous and
instantly accessible.

Investigator

Black 56134

Ballistic 56135

Rigid 56172

Chain . Hinge 56130

Talon & Cuff 35654

Agent & Cuff 35653

BRL 35655

Tactical 56136


